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A Letter
FROM PRESIDENT AND CEO
Larry Dubinski
A

s 2018 draws to a close,

Karabots Pavilion. It’s been a year

I would like to take this

of reinvigorated youth education

opportunity to thank you

programs and refurbished exhibitions—

you read this letter, these plans for

for your support of The Franklin

just check out Changing Earth and

The Franklin Institute’s third century

Space Command to see!

will have been presented to our

Institute’s mission and to share

taking shape today.
I’m excited to report that by the time

with you exciting news

2018 was also a year of looking

board for approval. New wayﬁnding

about what’s yet to come.

forward to ask what’s next for The

and a clear entry sequence, dynamic

Looking back, 2018

Franklin Institute’s building and exhibits.

ﬂoor experiences and awe-inspiring

will be remembered as the

Our latest strategic plan, A Vision for

moments—all of this and more is about

year we said farewell to our

2024, set forth priorities that would

to unfold. Change is in the air and I

highest-rated exhibition in

guide us to our 200th anniversary.

can’t wait to share our plans with you

recent memory—Terracotta

Bringing those priorities to life, however,

in the next issue of Illuminations.

Warriors of the First Emperor—

meant convening a team of architectural

Until then, please know that we

and said hello to the world of

and interpretive experts to explore our

could not do this vital work without

high scores and avatars in Game

building, meet with our closest friends

your support.

Masters. In October, Vikings:

and supporters, and compare the

Beyond the Legend joined the

Institute to other cultural institutions the

long list of world-class traveling

world over. Working with this team, a

exhibitions that the Institute

reimagined Institute building has begun

has hosted in the Mandell

to emerge alongside an exciting slate of

Warm regards,

Center and the state-

experiential exhibits exploring society’s

of-the-art Nicholas

most relevant science and technology

Larry Dubinski

topics. A bold vision for tomorrow is

President and CEO

and

Athena
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EXHIBIT NOW OPEN

Vikings: Beyond the Legend features more than 600 authentic archaeological
ﬁnds never before on display in the U.S., plus interactive technology and dramatic
reconstructions curated to reveal the captivating story of the explorers who set
sail centuries ago in search of new lands.
Among the ship reconstructions on display is the 122-foot Roskilde 6, the
longest Viking warship yet discovered. Surrounded by a striking multimedia
sound and light show, and augmented reality interactives—the recreated
Roskilde 6 is the centerpiece experience of the fascinating new exhibition.

Vikings Exhibit open now through March 3, 2019

COMING SOON....
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THE GALA
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Thanks to the leadership and
vision of Gala Co-Chairs
Grete and Martyn Greenacre,
along with a volunteer
committee of nearly 90
friends and supporters,
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The Franklin Institute
welcomed nearly 700 guests
to this festive opening gala
welcoming Vikings: Beyond
the Legend.
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1. Joe and Jeanne McAtee with members of their family,
y
Jennifer Venth, Alexandra Venth, Molly McAtee, and
Mike McAtee
2. Nicholas and Athena Karabots
3. Nicole and Stephen Marshall
4. Tom and Patty Lynch
5. Elaine Levitt
6. Bob and Toni Garrison with Maureen and John Fries
7. Barbara Seegul, Joan Yannessa, and Kim Rinnier
8. Leah Kramkowski and Jason Morganroth
9. David and Maureen Miller
10. Gudrid the Wanderer, Linda Higginbotham, and
Summer Higginbotham
11. Linda and Bryan Hauptfuhrer
12. Julia Dranoff Gutstadt, Roberta Dranoff and
President and CEO Larry Dubinski
14

13. Michelle Morris, Missy Rappo, Tina Wells,
Vidya Plainﬁeld, Lisa Wells, and Andrew Morris
14. John and Doris Sickler
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LEADERSHIP SPOTLIGHT

Dr. Darryl N. Williams
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF SCIENCE AND EDUCATION

T

his past spring, The Franklin Institute
welcomed Dr. Darryl N. Williams as the
senior vice president of science and
education. Dr. Williams joins the Institute

from Tufts University’s School of Engineering where
he served as dean of undergraduate education and

director of the Center for STEM Diversity. With more
than a decade of experience in everything from clinical
research to workforce development, Dr. Williams
brings not only a wealth of knowledge on science
and technology learning to the Institute, but also a
vibrantly interdisciplinary perspective.
In his time at Tufts, Dr. Williams was a leading force
behind the innovative transformation of the School
of Engineering’s curriculum, an effort that began
during his three-year tenure as associate dean for
recruitment, retention, and community engagement.
Under his direction, the Tufts Center for STEM Diversity
broadened the participation of underrepresented
populations in science and engineering disciplines and
produced invaluable research on best practices in this
arena. Dr. Williams also spent four years with the
National Science Foundation, managing a range of

The changing nature of work in the US informs
our desire to build a passion for learning about
science and technology in students whether
they aspire to earn a higher degree or to be
employed through skilled labor.”
— DARRYL N. WILLIAMS, Ph.D.

federal programs and research focused on STEM
teaching and learning, formal and informal learning
environments, and workforce development.
Dr. Williams earned his B.S. in chemical engineering
from Hampton University and his Ph.D. in chemical
engineering from the University of Maryland.
After earning his doctorate, he served as a NIH
Postdoctoral Fellow in pediatric cardiology research
at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and began
teaching and researching at Drexel University’s
School of Public Health.

Darryl Williams celebrates the accomplishments of the Institute’s youth programs students at graduation.
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Evolving

YOUTH EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

O

ver the course of the last 25 years, The Franklin

launch the new Pathﬁnders Initiative, inaugurating a four-year,

Institute has impacted thousands of students through

out-of-school enrichment program for high school students that

its youth education programs, empowering them

distinguishes itself from its predecessor and other programs in

to achieve excellence in school, at work, and in life. With an eye

that it allows students to gear their learning toward one of two

toward the changing nature of jobs in America and toward the role

paths: college preparation or career and technical education (CTE).

we play in shaping the science citizens of tomorrow, this year—

Complete with weekly hands-on workshops during the academic

under the leadership of Dr. Darryl N. Williams—the Institute began

year and an intensive summer program, the Pathﬁnders Initiative

taking the ﬁrst steps toward reimagining Partnerships for Achieving

will give motivated students from under-resourced schools unique

Careers in Technology and Science (PACTS) and STEM Scholars.

opportunities for academic enrichment, site visits and real-world

PACTS will continue on with a renewed commitment
to students in grades 6, 7, and 8, supplying middle school

learning, paid internships and apprenticeships, test preparation, and
college/career counseling.

students with a rich suite of workshops and programming

In taking these steps to evolve PACTS and STEM Scholars, The

meant to develop skills in public speaking, computing,

Franklin Institute is enabling workforce entrance into increasingly

management, research and laboratory learning,

STEM-driven industries, regardless of whether students aspire to

leadership, service, and, of course, STEM.

earn a higher degree or make a living in skilled labor. By making this

Our highly successful STEM Scholars

investment in knowledge, the Institute is improving the educational

program will fold current PACTS high

outcomes and economic trajectories of both individuals and the

school students into its mix and

communities to which they belong.

TE CONNECTIVITY’S THOMAS J. LYNCH INNOVATION SCHOLARSHIP

AWARDED TO OMAR SWIDAN

A

s the company’s Founder, CEO, and current
Vice Chair of The Franklin Institute’s Board
of Trustees, TE Connectivity established a

and a Raspberry Pi computer.
Omar’s love of science and
technology stretches well beyond

scholarship in Tom Lynch’s honor to be awarded to a

a desire to ﬁgure out how things work.

graduating STEM Scholars participant. Each student

Indeed, Omar sees STEM as closely linked

receives $20,000 to study a STEM-related ﬁeld at

to the arts and imperative to bringing people

an accredited college or university, helping position

together. “No matter how much technology may

these students as future leaders in STEM.

advance, human interaction will always be crucial.

This year, Omar Swidan—a Philadelphia native and

As the founder and president of the STEAM—the

the son of Jordanian immigrants—won the Lynch

“A” stands for “arts”—Club at Central High School, I

Innovation Scholarship. Now studying computer

had opportunities to bring students across all grades

science at the University of Pennsylvania, Omar

together, allowing them to ﬁnd common ground

found a love for electronics when, as a child, he took

through their passion for the arts and STEM.”

apart his mother’s hair dryer and used its motor to

We wish Omar every success in his studies and

power a model airplane. You may have read about his

career, and thank TE Connectivity for the powerful

work with Project Fikon last year, when he and other

impact the Thomas J. Lynch Innovation Scholarship

students built their own telescope using a 3D printer

is making.

Susan DiLisio, Executive Director of the Danaher
Lynch Family Foundation, and Omar
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PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE:

PREPARING FOR OUR

200th Anniversary

I

n August, members of both the Executive

Led by Executive Corporate Board Chair Dan

Corporate Board and the Benefactor

Abramowicz and Benefactor Society Board

Society Board met to discuss their vision

Chair Tom Caramanico, these two groups

for the Institute’s future. This workshop focused

play integral roles in the Institute’s success.

on a few specific questions: Which challenges

Additionally, the Institute engaged teachers,

does industry face in today’s world?

corporate leaders, community leaders, and

Which trends will impact The Franklin

families across 26 workshops to “dream big”

Institute over the next ten years?

and shape our future.

What role does fun play in STEM

The findings from workshops such as this will

learning? And which assets

inform the Institute’s decision-making as we

can the Institute use to

prepare for our 200th anniversary in 2024, and

expand its reach?

we look forward to sharing more information
with you in the coming year.
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YOUTH
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Graduation

STEM Scholars and PACTS are fully funded by philanthropic support. Thanks
to the generosity of program funders, thousands of students have graduated
from these programs better prepared to achieve in school, at work, and
whatever the future holds.
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BRASKEM NAMED OFFICIAL
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION PARTNER
For years, The Franklin Institute has committed itself to sharing our worldclass programming and informal science education with visitors of all ages,
gender identities, races, ethnicities, religions, sexual orientations, and
socioeconomic statuses.
Sharing that same commitment, we are proud

the pioneering science museums in the U.S., will

to announce that world petrochemical leader

make an important impact on our future leaders and

Braskem is now the ofﬁcial diversity and inclusion

inspire them to pursue STEM education and careers

sponsor of The Franklin Institute.

to continue changing our world for the better.”

Mark Nikolich, Braskem’s North American CEO,

Through Braskem’s generous support, programming

stated, “Our partnership with The Franklin Institute

such as the Color of Science, Women in Science Day,

around diversity and inclusion marks a signiﬁcant

and Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day will continue

moment in Braskem’s history, with a goal of

to be offered to the Philadelphia community.

making science accessible and welcoming to all. At

For more information on how The Franklin

Braskem, building a diverse workforce and creating

Institute is reaching under-resourced communities

an inclusive environment where everyone has an

and how you can become involved, please contact

opportunity to be their authentic self is a priority.

Director of Institutional Giving Casey Anne Satell

This partnership with The Franklin Institute, one of

at 215.448.2378 or csatell@ﬁ.edu.

WE WELCOME
NEW TRUSTEES
Hallee Adelman
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Official Diversity & Inclusion Partner

Julia Dranoff Gutstadt

Philadelphia native, Hallee Adelman

serves as managing director and

mixed her whimsical imagination

COO at Dranoff Properties, Inc.

with a quest to explore and share by

In this role, she is responsible for

becoming a teacher. After earning

managing the real estate portfolio

her Ph.D. in education and learning

and shaping the company’s strategy

technologies, she played an active role

and direction through acquisitions,

in supporting the The Franklin Institute,

operations, marketing, investments,

Please Touch Museum, the Philadelphia

and development projects. Julia has

School Partnership, Donors Choose,

overseen the creation of many distinct,

C H O P, S i m o n ’s Fu n d , t h e We s t

mixed-use urban developments that

Philadelphia Alliance for Children, and

have achieved national acclaim.

the Girl Scouts. Hallee’s goal has always

Prior to joining Dranoff Properties

been for all children and teens to have

in 2008, Julia gained professional

opportunities to imagine boundlessly,

experience at JPMorgan Chase working

unlock their strengths, and discover

on strategic projects and business

their passions. An author, she has two

development opportunities. Prior to

daughters, Jade and Sage, with her

JPMorgan, she spent several years as a

husband, David.

strategic consultant for Accenture.

Community Access
ENGINEERING DAY

—a gift from Hallee and David Adelman

D

riven by our efforts to make The Franklin Institute as accessible as
possible for all people, regardless of means, we are pleased to share that
a generous gift from Hallee and David Adelman made admission to the

Institute completely free on September 29. Thousands of people engaged in hands-

on activities and free book readings led by regional authors.
As a Franklin Institute trustee and accomplished author, Hallee donated hundreds
of copies of her book My Quiet Ship for visitors to take home. Along with Hallee and
David Adelman, we would like to thank Braskem for co-sponsoring the day by funding
engineering-related programming for everyone in attendance, as well as 8 other
partners for providing hands-on, educational activities.
Sponsoring a community day is a great opportunity to expand your
impact on those people in our region who might otherwise be unable
to take part in all that the Institute has to offer. Contact Director of
Institutional Giving Casey Satell at 215.448.2378 or csatell@fi.edu
to learn more.
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Advancing
Climate Action
THROUGH EDUCATION

By Rachel Valletta, Ph.D.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE CHIEF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST

T

his September, I proudly

change, we must aggressively pursue

know that sustainable practices and

represented The Franklin

climate action, and we have the

continued growth are not mutually

Institute at the Global Climate

capability to do so.

exclusive. Not only is climate change

Action Summit in San Francisco,

Here at home, the City of Philadelphia

California. For one week, more than

is rising to the challenge and, most

engagement

350 af filiated events celebrated

recently, has pledged to establish an

development, managing the effects of

efforts to reduce fossil fuel emissions.

aggressive climate mitigation and

climate change is a viable consideration

In attendance was a wide swath of

adaptation plan by 2020. With this

in corporate continuity strategies.

city, region, business, education, and

commitment, Philadelphia joins an

community leaders all with a single,

international cadre of cities leading the

help build the social will and public

shared goal: to drive solutions towards

global community on reducing carbon

capacity necessary to reach emissions

addressing climate change.

emissions by at least 80 percent by 2050.

reductions goals both within companies

A message of urgency and hope

Attaining such a goal will require

emerged: the science is unequivocal.

the active support of businesses and

To avoid the worst impacts of climate

investors, many of whom already

education an inroad to employee

Educational

and

professional

partnerships

can

and the broader community.
Here at the Institute, our Climate
and

Urban

Systems

Partnership

(CUSP) project has established best
practices to engage city residents in
place-based, solutions-focused climate
change education. We have equipped

Rachel Valletta, “Ben Franklin”, and
Richard Johnson at the 2018 Philadelphia
Science Festival.

nearly 100 partner organizations with
the ability to relate their own work to

livelihoods of all Philadelphians, the

climate change, to discuss the science

most vulnerable among us will be

of climate change, and to enable their

disproportionately impacted.

organizations and city residents to
adapt to climate change.

Addressing climate change may
well be the greatest challenge we

Our participants know that climate

face together. Education is the key

change science is not up for debate,

to ensuring that climate actions are

and while hotter and wetter conditions

fulﬁlled and that these goals are met—

will bring year-round threats to the

and exceeded—equitably and justly.

To avoid the worst impacts
of climate change, we must
aggressively pursue
climate action.”
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A CHANGING

Changing Earth
T
hanks to the generous support of the Hamilton Family Charitable
Trust, the Institute’s Changing Earth exhibit is now brighter and more

beautiful than ever, ﬁlled with locally relevant content open to all

Institute visitors. Chief Environmental Scientist Rachel Valletta described her

of acting to reverse those trends now.”

The Hamilton Family Charitable Trust reinvested
in Changing Earth for the same reason we
invested in the exhibit years ago: We share
The Franklin Institute’s commitment to educating
people of all ages about climate science through
engaging, interactive exhibit experiences.”

— RACHEL VALLETTA, Ph.D.

— NANCY WINGO

efforts to update the exhibit by saying,

“There exists an overwhelming scientific consensus that humans
are altering the Earth’s climate system as we know it. Our goal in
the Changing Earth remediation is to bring the indisputable role
of humans into sharper focus and to underscore the immediacy

Chief Environmental Scientist

Executive Director of the Hamilton Family Foundation
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Space

AND NOW/NEXT
After several months of renovation, we
are excited to invite you to explore our
updated Space exhibit.
After several months of renovation, we invite you to explore
our reimagined Space exhibit. Scope Hall explores the past of
scientific viewing through a collection of antique telescopes and
microscopes, while new panels in Planetarium Hallway showcase
the timeliest information about the International Space Station,
Mars Rover, and live-feeds from multiple space agencies. Also in
Planetarium Hallway, you will discover a new mural by local artist
Evan Lovett that draws you into the Planetarium before being
transported to the far reaches of space.
Near Space, you will find another new ever-changing gallery
called NOW/NEXT. This area embraces the energetic, experiential,
and collaborative nature of a Nextfest, World’s Fair, or Philadelphia’s
own Science Festival. Fueled by popular culture and future-forward
innovations, NOW/NEXT features content that is timely, adaptable,
relevant, and inherently diverse. This framework will inspire you
to discover emerging trends in science and technology and spark
conversations about their impact on our world.
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INNOVATORS

Wine Lab

On a beautiful September night, The Franklin
Institute’s Innovator members gathered to dive
deeply into the science of wine before taking in city
skyline views during a roof deck reception.
As the cohort of younger donors supporting the Institute, the Innovators represent our
next generation of philanthropists. They had a blast getting to know each other while
discovering why some wines taste drier than others, examining the complex compounds
that give wine its oaky flavor, and gaining other scientific insights as grapes make the
journey from vine to wine!

Interested in becoming an Innovator?
Contact Individual Giving Manager Meghan Bachman
at 215.448.1377 or mbachman@fi.edu.
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Save the Dates
March 3

MARVEL: Universe of
Super Heroes Opens

March 4

Curatorial Showcases

April 11

The Franklin Institute
Awards Ceremony and
Dinner

Non-Profit
U.S. Postage
PAID
Permit No. 60
Philadelphia, PA

April 13

Last day to experience
Vikings: Beyond
the Legend

President’s Circle Dinner

222 NORTH 20TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103

April 30 and May 1
May 31

MARVEL: Universe of
Super Heroes Family
Party
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